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Evidence for the presence of extra fields during inflation may be found in the anisotropies of the scalar
and tensor spectra across a vast range of scales. Indeed, beyond the single-field slow-roll paradigm, a long
tensor mode modulating the power spectrum can induce a sizable quadrupolar anisotropy. We investigate
how these dynamics play out for the tensor two-point correlator. The resulting quadrupole stores
information on squeezed tensor non-Gaussianities, including those sourced by extra field content and
responsible for the breaking of so-called consistency relations. We underscore the potential of anisotropies
as a probe of new physics: testable at cosmic microwave background scales through the detection of B
modes, they are accessible at smaller scales via pulsar timing arrays and interferometers. Our findings are
particularly relevant in that recent studies show a considerable suppression for tensor non-Gaussianities if
all modes are well inside the horizon. Quadrupolar anisotropies instead probe an unsuppressed
ultrasqueezed bispectrum where the long mode can be horizon size.
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Introduction.—The detection of gravitational waves
from black hole mergers and from colliding neutron stars
[1] has ushered in a new era for astronomy. The same is
bound to happen for early Universe cosmology upon
observing (evidence of) a primordial tensor signal. In
particular, probes of the gravity sector hold great discovery
potential when it comes to inflationary physics. Detection
of cosmic microwave background (CMB) B-mode polari-
zation would, in standard single-field slow-roll scenarios,
precisely identify the energy scale of inflation. Crucially,
gravitational probes can also access precious information
on the early acceleration phase in the case of multifield
inflation.
Nonminimal inflationary field content is not only pos-

sible but perhaps even likely [2]. String theory realizations
of the acceleration mechanism typically result in extra
dynamics. The additional field content acts as a source of
the standard inflationary scalar and tensor fluctuations. An
interesting phenomenology ensues whereby tensor fluctu-
ations may deliver a nonstandard tensor power spectrum
exhibiting a marked scale dependence, features, and, in
specific cases [3–8], a chiral signal. Interestingly, a similar
dynamics is arrived at by employing alternative (broken)
symmetry patterns [9] or so-called nonattractor phases for
the inflationary mechanism [10,11].
Perhaps the most sensitive probe of extra physics is the

bispectrum. Remarkably, the soft momentum limit of the
bispectrum contains detailed information [12] on the mass,
the spin, and (implicitly) the couplings of extra fields. The
existence of a nontrivial squeezed bispectrum contribution,
mediated by the extra content, may be inferred already at

the level of the tensor power spectrum. Indeed, in what we
shall call the ultrasqueezed configuration, a long tensor
mode induces a position dependence in the short mode
power spectrum. In this context, a nontrivial bispectrum
corresponds to one that modifies so-called consistency
relations (CRs). These are maps between “soft” limits of
(N þ 1)-point functions and their lower order counterpart
that result from a residual diffeomorphism in the descrip-
tion of the physical system. Standard inflationary CRs are
modified in the presence of, e.g., non-Bunch-Davies initial
conditions, independent modes that transform nonlinearly
under the diffeomorphism, alternative symmetry breaking
patterns, etc., [13]. A prototypical example of modified
CRs stems from the presence of extra fields during
inflation. Interactions mediated by the extra σ content
(see Fig. 1) are precisely those that can modify CRs.

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Tensor three-point function mediated by extra σ fields.
Red circles indicate interactions between metric tensor modes
and σ fields. Diagrams leading to a consistency-relation-breaking
bispectrum are the subset of those in (a) that cannot be simplified
to the form in (b). Indeed, the latter diagram is sensitive to
information on σ that is already accessible via the standard tensor
two-point function.
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As a result of the CRs breaking, the σ-mediated leading
contribution to the squeezed bispectrum is physical and
cannot be gauged away.
In what follows, we study the power spectrum of tensor

fluctuations in the presence of a long-wavelength tensor
mode. The resulting modulation can occur at widely
different scales, from the CMB to regimes accessible via
interferometers. In the quadrupolar anisotropy section, we
analyze in detail how the squeezed tensor bispectrum [14]
induces a quadrupolar anisotropy in the power spectrum. In
the gravitational wave propagation and ultrasqueezed
bispectrum section, building on recent important work
[15,16], we elaborate on the fact that such observable is
not plagued by the suppression effects that prevent a direct

measurement of tensor non-Gaussianity at interferometer
scales. We offer our conclusions in the final section.
Quadrupolar anisotropy.—If inflation predicts a non-

trivial [17] tensor-scalar-scalar bispectrum in the squeezed
limit (the tensor being the soft mode), a quadrupolar
anisotropy is induced by the long-wavelength mode in
the observed local scalar power spectrum [22]. In close
analogy to the procedure developed for the scalar case, the
tensor power spectrum is modulated by a long-wavelength
tensor fluctuation. The quadrupolar anisotropy of the tensor
power spectrum is then an observable sensitive to the
squeezed limit of tensor non-Gaussianity.
The starting point is the correlation between two tensor

modes in the presence of a long-wavelength mode [23]:

hγλ1k1
γλ2k2

iγL ≡ð2πÞ3δλ1λ2δð3Þðk1þk2ÞPλ1
γ ðk1Þþ

X
λ3

Z
jq⃗j<qL

d3qδð3Þðk1þk2þqÞγ�λ3q
Bλ1λ2λ3
γ ðk1;k2;qÞ

Pλ3
γ ðqÞ

; ð1Þ

where qL is a cutoff on whose size we shall soon elaborate.
It suffices here to say that we ensure that we integrate only
over the squeezed configurations of the bispectrum Bγ .

Pλ1
γ ðkÞ is the isotropic part of the tensor power spectrum,

and we adopted the usual Fourier mode decomposition
γk;ijðτÞ ¼

P
λ¼R;L ϵ

λ
ijðkÞγλkðτÞ. Note that, in Eq. (1) and the

rest of this section, we omit the time dependence of γλk. This
is because for long modes, such as those corresponding to
CMB observables, one can work in the kη ≪ 1 limit where
tensor fluctuations are frozen and purely primordial:
γk ≃ γprimk . This is in contradistinction to Eq. (9) and the
associated quantities in the following section: short modes
propagating the horizon undergo time evolution.
The tensor bispectrum in Eq. (1) is given by

hγλ3q γλ1k1
γλ2k2

i≡ ð2πÞ3δð3Þðk1 þ k2 þ qÞBλ1λ2λ3
γ ðk1;k2;qÞ:

In standard single-field models, the leading terms in Bγ are
related to the scale dependence of the (short) tensor power
spectrum through consistency relations [24]. As a result,
their effect can be removed by an appropriate gauge
transformation (see, e.g., Refs. [22,25–28]). In models
where consistency relations are modified or broken, Bγ

accesses directly new physical information stored in the
squeezed tensor bispectrum. It is in the latter cases that our
analysis becomes especially relevant. In what follows, it
will be convenient to use the quantity B̃, defined as

Bλ1λ2λ3
γ jq≪k1;2 ≃ −δλ1λ2ϵλ3lmðq̂Þk̂1lk̂2mB̃ðk1;k2;qÞ: ð2Þ

After a few algebraic manipulations, one finds the follow-
ing expression for the tensor power spectrum in the
presence of a long-wavelength tensor mode γq, evaluated

locally, i.e., within a volume whose linear dimension is
smaller than the wavelength of the tensor (jxj ≪ 1=q):

Pγðk;xcÞjγL ≡
Z

d3xe−ik·x
�
γij

�
xc −

x
2

�
γij

�
xc þ

x
2

��

γL

¼ PγðkÞ½1þQlmðxc;kÞk̂lk̂m�: ð3Þ

The anisotropy is encoded in Qlm as

Qlmðxc;kÞ≡
Z

d3q
2π3

eiq·xcfγnlðq;kÞ
X
λ3

ϵλ3lmð−q̂Þγ�λ3−q : ð4Þ

Note that in Eq. (4) the parametrization B̃ðk;qÞ ¼
fγnlðq;kÞPγðkÞPγðqÞ has been adopted, where fγnl codifies
the amplitude and momentum dependence of the squeezed
limit of the tensor bispectrum. While the ensemble average
Q̄ vanishes, its variance does not, with it being derived from
the tensor two-point function.
Expanding the quadrupole modulation in spherical

harmonics and computing its variance, one arrives at

Q2 ≡
�Xþ2

m¼−2
jQ2mj2

�

¼ 8π

15
16

Z
d2q̂
4π

Z
qmax

qmin

dq
q
ðfγnlÞ2ðq;kÞPγðqÞ; ð5Þ

where PγðqÞ≡ q3PγðqÞ=2π2. We pause here to comment
on how the extrema of integration over q are chosen. The
lower value qmin is selected as the wave number corre-
sponding to the longest wavelengths that ever exited the
horizon. The value of qmax depends instead on the specific
probe. For CMB observations, for example, qmax is given
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by the smallest wave number probed by a given experi-
ment. The case of interferometers will be the subject of a
more detailed discussion in the gravitational wave pro-
pagation section. As we shall see, in such a case the
momentum qmax is limited to be, at most, horizon size. This
corresponds to probing the ultrasqueezed bispectrum
configuration.
Whenever fγnl and the power spectrum Pγ are scale

invariant, Eq. (5) simplifies to

Q2 ¼ 8π
16

15
ðfγnlÞ2Pγ ln

�
qmax

qmin

�
: ð6Þ

Models of (super)solid [29,30] and nonattractor [10]
inflation do indeed support an (almost) scale-invariant
profile for both the power spectrum and fγnl. Let us focus
on Eq. (6) in the case of CMB polarization. Recalling the
definition of the tensor-to-scalar ratio as r≡ Pγ=Pζ, one
finds that

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2

q
¼ 2.4 × 10−4fγnl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rΔN

p
; ð7Þ

where the number of e-folds between the exit of the longest
mode qmin and the exit of qmax is ΔN ≡ lnðqmax=qminÞ. As
an example, with ΔN ¼ Oð1Þ, a value for

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2

q
of order

0.1 requires fγnl
ffiffiffi
r

p
≃ 500. Given current constraints on the

tensor-to-scalar ratio, this demands fγnl ≳ 2 × 103. It would
be interesting to forecast the bounds that future CMB
polarization experiments will be able to place on squeezed
non-Gaussianity by probing the tensor quadrupolar
anisotropy. We leave this to future work.
If the tensor power spectrum or fγnl is not scale invariant,

the expression for the quadrupole anisotropy is modified
with respect to Eq. (6). As a concrete example, let us
consider a tensor bispectrum mediated by a massive spin-2
field [18,19]. In this setup, for a mass of the spin-2 field of
order Hubble, the square root of the quadrupole variance is
typically of order 10−1 on CMB scales. We note here that
models with excited initial states (see, e.g., Ref. [31]) are
also of interest for quadrupolar anisotropies: in some of
these constructions, fγnl scales with negative powers of q=k,
which may easily lead to a sizable quadrupole.
Anisotropies at smaller scales:—If the primordial gravi-

tational wave (GW) spectrum has a sufficiently large
amplitude at small scales (see, e.g., Ref. [32]), anisotropies
of the stochastic GW background can be accessed (see the
following section) via both interferometers and pulsar
timing arrays (PTAs).
The formalism for the analysis of anisotropies of

stochastic gravitational wave backgrounds (SGWBs) with
ground- and space-based detectors was introduced in
Refs. [33,34]. Techniques developed for PTAs can be
found in Refs. [35,36]. These studies are motivated by
astrophysical phenomena: anisotropies can be associated

with groups of unresolved sources on localized regions of
the sky, such as large cosmic structures. Similar methods
are applicable in the context of our Letter, where anisot-
ropies have a primordial origin and Qij is characterized by
random matrix entries obeying Gaussian statistics. We shall
adopt the notation of the classic work [37]. The overlap
function γ12, associated with the cross-correlation of signals
measured with a pair of ground-based detectors, receives
contributions due to tensor anisotropies. In the vanishing
frequency limit and small antenna regime, we find a simple
analytic expression for the correction associated with the
quadrupolar anisotropy described by Eq. (3):

γ12ðf → 0Þ ¼ 2dij1 d2ij −
8

7
Qijðdim1 dj2m þ dim2 dj1mÞ: ð8Þ

Here dija ≡ 1=2ðX̂i
aX̂

j
a − Ŷi

aŶ
j
aÞ denotes the detector tensor,

and X̂a, Ŷa the interferometer arm directions. At high
frequencies, the contributions of the anisotropy to the
overlap function are suppressed (see Fig. 2), and one
recovers the results of Ref. [37]. Anisotropies of
SGWBs can then be detected and analyzed through their
distinctive effects on a daily modulation of the signal [33].
One might wonder how to distinguish primordial sources

of quadrupolar anisotropy from astrophysical ones. A
bispectrum with a large component in the squeezed
configuration can induce anisotropies in the GW spectrum
at both CMB and interferometer scales. If the signal is
sufficiently broad to be measurable by two independent
probes, one may search for common properties in the tensor
quadrupolar harmonics, which would then hint at a

FIG. 2. The total overlap function γ12ðfÞ for the cross-corre-
lation of LIGO Hanford–LIGO Livingston detectors as a function
of frequency, evaluated in the small antenna regime. We consider
two examples of quadrupolar anisotropy in the SGWB. The blue
dashed line indicates the standard result in the absence of
anisotropy. The red line accounts for a quadrupolar anisotropic
contribution with random matrix entries Qij. The green line is the
same as the red line, except that the quadrupolar anisotropy is
now associated with a specific direction ni in the sky:Qij ¼ ninj.
In both cases, the sum of the squares of the Qij eigenvalues is of
order 0.35. Notice that the anisotropic contributions are relevant
only at small frequencies.
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primordial origin for the anisotropies. We leave such
investigations for future work.
GW propagation and ultrasqueezed bispectrum.—We

saw in the previous section how a long tensor mode can
induce anisotropies in the power spectrum. At CMB scales,
the quadrupole serves as an indirect probe of squeezed non-
Gaussianity, complementary to direct measurements of
three-point correlations of temperature and polarization
anisotropies. Is the same possible at small scales? Two
recent works [15,16] have shown that primordial tensor
non-Gaussianity cannot be probed directly, i.e., by meas-
uring three (or higher connected) point functions of
tensor fluctuations at interferometer scales. Paraphrasing
Ref. [15], measurements of primordial tensor modes
correlations at small scales involve angular integrations
of contributions from signals produced by a large number
of separate, independent Hubble patches. In light of the
central limit theorem, the statistics of tensor perturbations
measured at interferometer scales will then be Gaussian.
One would not be able to detect non-Gaussian correlations
even in the case of a set of detectors built with the specific
purpose of probing a large number of Hubble patches.
Indeed, tensor non-Gaussianity at small scales is sup-
pressed due to the Shapiro time delay associated with
the propagation of tensor modes at subhorizon scales in the
presence of matter. Reference [15] suggests that observ-
ables sensitive to large correlations between short- and
long-wavelength tensor modes, induced, for example, by an
ultrasqueezed bispectrum, may escape these conclusions. A
concrete realization of such a possibility is precisely the
quadrupolar anisotropy of the power spectrum discussed in
the previous section, which relies in part on previous works
for the scalar [20,38] and tensor [10,29,39] cases.
As we shall see in some detail below, the quadrupolar

asymmetry survives the aforementioned suppression
effects because it is induced by an (at least) horizon-size
fluctuation.
Propagation at subhorizon scales:—We start by review-

ing how propagation affects short-wavelength modes [16].
In doing so, we make sure to account for the subhorizon
evolution of the short-wavelength tensor modes from
horizon entry until detection at the interferometer. Their
momenta being centered at interferometer frequencies,
short modes have entered the horizon during the radia-
tion-dominated era. The time evolution of such modes (and
derived quantities such as the power spectrum and bispec-
trum) is a key qualitative difference that characterizes
anisotropies at small vs large scales. For k > keq and
η < ηeq, with ηeq being the time of matter-radiation equal-
ity, the mode function reads

γRDk ðηÞ ¼ j0ðkηÞγprimk ; ð9Þ

where j0ðkηÞ ¼ sinðkηÞ=ðkηÞ is the spherical Bessel func-
tion, and γprimk ¼ γprimk ak þ γprim�

k a†−k the primordial tensor

perturbation. During matter domination, and to leading
order in jkηj, one has [16,40]

γkðηÞ ≃
1

ðkηÞ2 ½CðkÞe
iΓðk;ηÞ þ C†ð−kÞe−iΓð−k;ηÞ�; ð10Þ

where CðkÞ is a constant operator and

Γðk; ηÞ ¼ kηþ 2k
Z

η

ηeq

dη0Φ(η0; ðη0 − η0Þk̂)

≡ kηþ Zðk; ηÞ; ð11Þ

with Φ being the Newtonian potential. The above expres-
sions underscore that inhomogeneities in the matter density
at small scales affect the evolution of tensor modes.
Matching Eqs. (9) and (10) at the time of matter-radiation
equality, the solution for η > ηeq becomes

γkðηÞ ¼
ηeq
kη2

�
eiΓðk;ηÞ − e−iΓð−k;ηÞ

2i

�
γprimk : ð12Þ

We now consider the local power spectrum of gravita-
tional waves evaluated in the presence of long-wavelength
tensor perturbations, at a generic time η during matter
domination:

hγλ1ij ðk1;ηÞγλ2ij ðk2;ηÞiγL ¼
η2eq

η4k1k2

ϵλ1ij ðk̂1Þϵλ2ij ðk̂2Þ
ð−4Þ

×hγprimk1
γprimk2

iγLEðk1;k2;ηÞ: ð13Þ

Here Eq. (12) has been used, hγprimk1
γprimk2

iγL is given by
Eq. (1), and

E ≡ hðeiΓðk1;ηÞ − e−iΓð−k1;ηÞÞðeiΓðk2;ηÞ − e−iΓð−k2;ηÞÞi: ð14Þ

The standard (isotropic) term on the first line of Eq. (1)
produces the contribution

hγλ1ij ðk1; ηÞγλ2ij ðk2; ηÞi

¼ ð2πÞ3δλ1λ2δð3Þðk1 þ k2Þ
η2eq

2η4k21
Pλ1ðk1Þ; ð15Þ

where the expectation value in Eq. (14) was computed
using the relation [16]

heφ1eφ2i ¼ eðhφ2
1
i=2Þþðhφ2

2
i=2Þþhφ1φ2i: ð16Þ

The term in Eq. (1) proportional to the squeezed primordial
bispectrum becomes instead
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hγλ1ij ðk1; ηÞγλ2ij ðk2; ηÞiγL ⊃ −
1

4

η2eq
η4k1k2

ϵλ1ij ðk̂1Þϵλ2ij ðk̂2Þ×
X
λ3

Z
jq⃗j<qL

d3qδð3Þðk1 þ k2 þ qÞ γ
�λ3
q Bλ1λ2λ3

γ ðk1; k2; qÞ
Pλ3
γ ðqÞ

× Eðk1;k2; ηÞ:

ð17Þ

Let us expand the expectation value on the last line of
Eq. (17) using Eq. (11):

Eðk1;k2Þ ¼ heiðk1þk2ÞηeiZðk1;ηÞeiZðk2;ηÞ

þ e−iðk1þk2Þηe−iZð−k1;ηÞe−iZð−k2;ηÞ

þ e−iðk1−k2Þηe−iZð−k1;ηÞeiZðk2;ηÞ

þ eiðk1−k2ÞηeiZðk1;ηÞe−iZð−k2;ηÞi: ð18Þ

We anticipate here that, upon performing the momentum
integration in Eq. (19), the contributions proportional to
e�iðk1þk2Þη [the first two lines of Eq. (18)] will vanish
because of the highly oscillatory behavior. On the other
hand, the relation between the wave numbers is
k1 ¼ −k2 − q, with k1 ≃ k2 ≫ q. The difference k1 − k2
is therefore of the order of the inverse cosmic time, 1=η0
(with q being, at most, horizon size), and the exponentials
e�iðk1−k2Þη can be treated as constants when performing the
momentum integrals. Moreover, in the ultrasqueezed con-
figuration (k1 ≃ −k2), the arguments of the Z terms on the
last two lines in Eq. (18) are approximately equal, and one
arrives at the (unsuppressed) Eðk1;k2Þ ≃ −2. It follows
that the quadrupolar anisotropy of the tensor spectrum is
not suppressed by propagation effects.
Averaging:—As noted in Ref. [15], the contributions of a

primordial bispectrum to the three-point function of the
detector time delay ΔηðηÞ, as measured along the interfer-
ometer arms, vanishes as a result of rapidly oscillating

phases ei
P

i
�kiη. This is not the case for the power

spectrum: by enforcing k1 ¼ k2, the rapidly oscillating
coefficient drops out. Let us now include the contribution
due to coupling with long-wavelength tensor fluctuations to
the time delay two-point function. We find

hΔηðηÞΔηðηÞi ∼
Z

d3k1d3k2eiðx1·k1þx2·k2Þeiðk1−k2Þη

×MðL̂1 · k̂1; k1ÞM�ð−L̂2 · k̂2; k2Þ
× hγðk1; ηÞγðk2; ηÞiγL ; ð19Þ

with M being the detector transfer function, and L̂i the
interferometer arm direction. The expectation value on the
last line of Eq. (19) now also includes the off-diagonal term
proportional to the primordial bispectrum. The actual
observable consists of the Fourier transform of Eq. (19).
As a result, a factor of eiðk1−k2Þη0 will emerge. The long-
wavelength mode q being at least horizon size, one has

jk1 − k2j ≃ q, with q ≤ η−10 , where η0 is the cosmic time. It
follows that jk1 − k2jη0 ≃ qη0 ≤ 1 and, as with the isotropic
power spectrum, no suppression occurs. The part controlled
by the squeezed bispectrum selectively picks up the
contribution of signals emitted from the same Hubble
patch. The Fourier transform of Eq. (19) leads to an
observable proportional to the observation time T.
Depending on the strength of the long-short mode coupling
codified in the primordial bispectrum Bλ1λ2λ3

γ , a larger
(smaller) observation time will be required for detection.
We conclude that the quadrupole anisotropy computed in

the quadrupolar anisotropy section propagates all the way
to the observed GW power spectrum.
Conclusions.—The observables that hold the most prom-

ise to access key information on inflationary dynamics are
the power spectrum and the bispectrum of primordial
correlation functions, in both the scalar and tensor sectors.
The corresponding predictions for the minimal inflationary
scenario have long been known. Any observed deviation
would therefore point directly to new physics. Unknowns
still characterize the tensor sector where the predicted
primordial signal remains undetected. The advent of
ground- and space-based interferometers makes it possible
to test for inflationary models with a nonstandard scale
dependence in the tensor spectrum and search for telltale
signs of their particle content.
Recent studies [15,16] have shown that the primordial

tensor bispectrum is strongly suppressed at interferometer
scales. Among other effects, propagation through structure
decorrelates primordial modes of different wavelengths.
Accessing the bispectrum directly at interferometer (or,
e.g., PTA) scales necessarily implies that all of the modes
have undergone subhorizon evolution. In this Letter, we
have put forward a complementary approach: looking for
quadrupolar anisotropies in the tensor power spectrum as a
probe of the primordial tensor bispectrum. The quadrupole
is sensitive to modulations of a horizon-size tensor mode on
the GW power spectrum. In this configuration, one mode is
insensitive to propagation, while the remaining two are
very similar, thereby avoiding a strong suppression.
Quadrupolar tensor anisotropies can therefore be probed
at widely different frequency ranges and represent an
efficient tool for testing inflationary models that support
an ultrasqueezed component of the tensor bispectrum.
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